


We have prepared this braided compression packing catalog as a guide to

selecting the right material for the job.  Because every application is different, and the

variations in those applications are far ranging, we must advise this is to be only used as

a guide.

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER

This product catalog and all of the information it contains are provided as is without

warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. Information is being supplied only as

of the date entered. It may contain generalizations, technical inaccuracies, or

typographical errors. Updates and corrections may be made from time to time without

notice. Each of the American Seal & Packing family of companies disclaims all implied

warranties, including, without limitation the implied warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITIES

Under no circumstances will any of the American Seal & Packing or Steadman &

Associates, Inc. family of companies be liable to any party for any direct, indirect,

special, incidental, consequential, or other damages based on any use of this product

catalog or any other product catalog to which this site is linked, including, without

limitation, any lost profits, business interruption, or loss of programs or information,

even if any such company has been specifically advised of the possibility of such

damages.

NO RIGHTS OR LICENSE

Information provided herein is for the convenience of our product catalog visitors,

and is not being published for commercial use. No rights are granted to users in any

of the American Seal & Packing family of companies trademarks, copyrights or

other intellectual property or technical data. Use of the American Seal & Packing

Sealing  product catalogs or any information is at the sole risk of the user.
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Installation Instructions for Pump Packing

Packing the Pump Correctly

The importance of packing the pump correctly cannot be overemphasized. Many
packing failures are due to incorrect installation of the packing. The following steps have
been devised to ensure effective installation of packings on pumps.

1. REMOVE ALL THE OLD PACKING FROM THE STUFFING BOX. Clean
box and shaft thoroughly and examine shaft or sleeve for wear and scoring. Replace
shaft or sleeve if wear is excessive.

2. USE THE CORRECT CROSS-SECTION OF PACKING OR DIE-FORMED
RINGS. To determine the correct packing size, measure the diameter of the shaft (inside
the stuffing box area, if possible) and then measure the diameter of the stuffing box (to
give the O.D. of the ring). Subtract the I.D. measurement from the O.D. measurement
and divide by two. The result is the required size.

3. WHEN USING COIL OR SPIRAL PACK1NGS, ALWAYS CUT THE
PACKING INTO SEPARATE RINGS. Never wind a coil of packing into a stuffing
box. Rings can be cut with butt (square), skive (or diagonal) joints, depending on the
method used for cutting. The best way to cut packing rings is to cut them on a
mandrel with the same diameter as the shaft in the stuffing box area. If there is no
shaft wear, rings can be cut on the shaft outside the stuffing box.

Hold the packing tightly on the mandrel, but do not stretch excessively. Cut the ring
and insert it into the stuffing box, making certain it fits the packing space properly.
Each additional ring can be cut in the same manner, or the first ring can be used as a
master from which the balance of the rings are cut.

If the butt cut rings are cut on a flat surface, be certain that the side of the master
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rings and not the O.D. or I.D. surface is laid on the rings to be cut. This is necessary so
that the end of the rings can be reproduced.  When cutting diagonal joints, use a miter
board so that each successive ring can be cut at the correct angle.

It is necessary that the rings be cut to the correct size. Otherwise, service life is reduced.
This is where die formed rings are of great advantage, as they give the exact size ring for
the I.D. of the shaft and the O.D. of the stuffing box. There is no waste due to
incorrectly cut rings.

4. INSTALLATION ONE RING AT A TIME. Make sure it is clean, and has not
picked up any dirt in the handling.

Seat rings firmly (except PTFE filament and graphite yarn packings, which should be
snugged up very gently, then tightened gradually after the pump is on stream). Joints of
successive rings should be staggered and kept at least 90 degrees apart. Each individual
ring should be compressed 25% with a tamping tool. When enough rings have been
individually seated so that the nose of the gland will reach them, individual tamping
should be supplemented by the gland. Utilize a bushing at the bottom of the box to
reduce the rings to 5 or 6.

5. AFTER THE LAST RING IS INSTALLED, take up bolts finger tight or very
slightly snugged up. Do not jam the packing into place by excessive gland loading. Start
pump, and take up bolts until leakage is decreased. Make sure gland bolts are taken up
evenly. STOPPING LEAKAGE ENTIRELY AT THIS POINT WILL CAUSE THE
PACKING TO BURN UP.

6. ALLOW PACKING TO LEAK FREELY WHILE STARTING UP A NEWLY
PACKING PUMP. Excessive leakage during the first hour of operation will result in a
better packing job over a longer period of time. Take up gradually on the gland as the
packing seats, until leakage is eliminated.

7. IF THE STUFFING BOX HAS A LANTERN RING, install in the bottom of
gland or remove.

8. REPLACE PACKING WHEN LEAKAGE CANNOT BE CONTROLLED BY
FURTHER TAKE-UP ON THE FOLLOWER GLAND. DO NOT ADD MORE
PACKING RINGS.

9. ON BOTH CENTRIFUGAL AND RECIPROCATING PUMPS, about 70% of
wear is on the outer two packing rings nearest the gland. However, each additional ring
does throttle some fluid pressure. On most pumps, there must be enough rings so if one
fails, another does the sealing, and the pump need not be shut down.
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The mechanical pressure curve above shows eight packing rings. The first five rings do
the majority of the sealing. The bottom three do little sealing, but are needed to fill the
available space. The advantage of using fewer rings is less rod wear. Also, the stuffing
box design is simpler and takes less material.
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STYLE 525T Flax Packing w/

PTFE

Description:

Braided from our proprietary blend of high quality flax and ramie yarns, Style 525T is

thoroughly impregnated with PTFE and our proprietary break-in  lubricant. Our unique

braiding technique and deep PTFE impregnation makes our Style 525T easy to cut and

install, with excellent braid retention and conform ability. Style 525T is also long

lasting, corrosion resistant, and ideally suited for use in most saltwater/freshwater

applicat ions.

Style Number: 525T

Service: Pump Packing

Product Type: Braided Packing

Construction: Plait Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature 220º F / 104ºC

Speed 1800 FPM / 9 MPS

Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR

PH Value 5 – 11
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Style 610 Flax Packing

Description:

Style 610 is braided from a long lasting blend of Flax and Ramie fibers, then thoroughly

lubricated with a proprietary Tallow and Wax blend. A low friction, economical,

general service packing used extensively on shipboard applications for stern tubes,

rudderposts, and water pumps. This packing is especially resistant to cold water,

seawater, and cold oils, but is also used in a variety of other applications in the pulp and

paper, marine, and wastewater industries.

Style Number: 610

Service: Pump Packing

Product Type: Braided Packing

Construction: Plait Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature + 220F

FPM 1200

PH Value 5-9
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Style 612 Non-Asbestos w/PTFE Coating

Description:

612 is a non-asbestos PTFE coated Packing which is applicable to a wide range of

applications. Style 612 is constructed with Acrylic filament impregnated with PTFE

lubricant. It can be die formed into pre-densified rings. Recommended use in rotating

pumps and agitator for chemical resistance application.  It is used in the sealing pumps,

valves, reaction kettles flanges, in the chemical, general industrial, agricultural,

co-generation, power generation, and other areas. 

Style Number: 612

Service: Pump Packing

Product Type: Braided Packing

Technical parameter:

Temperature +500F

Pressure 500 PSI 

PH Value 0-12

Shaft Speed 2200 FPM

PTFE should not be used in dissolvable molten alkali metal and unbounded

fluorine ions.
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Style 616 Graphited Non-Asbestos Packing

Our Style 616 packing is manufactured from a synthetic yarn and impregnated  with a

petroleum and graphite lubricant like our Style 615, but instead of a square braid, style

616 is woven into an interlock braid. As with our style 615, style 616 is soft and adapts

well to machinery that is out-of-spec due to wear and tear, such as with older pumps,

valves, agitators and mixers and also incorporates the benefits of an interlock braid such

as, increased retention of lubricant and dispersions, smoother sealing surfaces, and

resistance to coming apart during service.  

Style 616 is well-suited for use in centrifugal and rotary pumps, as well as  valves with

applications involving water, steam, aqueous solutions, mild acids and  alkalies, air and

dry industrial gasses, and petroleum services.

Technical parameter:

Temperature -170� F (-110� C ) to +500�° F (+260� C )

Speed to 1500 fpm

Pressure to 300 psi (rotary/centrifugal)

PH Value 4-10

Construction Interlock Braid
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Style 645 Non-Asbestos Packing

w/Aramid corners

Description: 

Braided from continuous Acrylic blended fiber, and reinforced with durable aramid

corners, Style 645 is impregnated with PTFE and a proprietary inert lubricant.  Style

645 packing is also a non-staining, non-contaminating packing with excellent abrasion

resistance. A durable resilient packing ideally suited for abrasive slurry applications in

centrifugal, rotary, and reciprocating pumps, as well as valves.  Our proprietary

lubricant is used for extremely low friction at startup and during operation.   

Style Number: 645

Service:             Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:

Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

PH Value 2 – 12

Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR

Speed 2200 FPM / 11 MPS
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Style 620 Ameri-Tef

Description:
Style 620 is constructed with PTFE filament impregnated with PTFE lubricant. It

can be die formed into pre-densified rings. Recommended use in rotating pumps and
agitator for chemical resistance application. 

Style 620 is used in the sealing pumps, valves, valves, reaction kettles flanges, in
the chemical, food, general industrial, agricultural, co-generation, power generation, and
other areas. 

PTFE should not be used in dissolvable molten alkali metal and unbounded
fluorine ions.

Style Number:   620
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:
Temperature -450F-+500F

Pressure 300 PSI Dynamic
Pressure Static 1000 PSI

PH Value 0-14
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Style 620F

Description:
Braided from 100% PTFE filament, Style 620F is thoroughly impregnated with a PTFE
suspensoidal blocking agent and our proprietary break in lube. Flattened into a soft but
dense tape, 620F is designed for use as a conformable, extremely chemical resistant
gasket material.  Style 620F is also available without break in lubricant. 

Style Number:   620F
Service:             Gasketing
Product Type :  Braided Packing

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

Speed N/A
Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR

PH Value 0 � 14
Construction Hollow Braid
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STYLE 620FDA PTFE Packing

Description: 

Braided from continuous 100% PTFE Fiber that satisfies all FDA requirements. For all 

applications in the food processing industry or anywhere FDA material is required in

pumps or valves.  Style 620FDA complies with the FDA and USDA requirements

under Title 21 Food and Drugs, 178.3570, Lubricants with Incidental Food Contact, and

177.1550, Perflourocarbon Resins.  Style 620FDA contains only material permitted for

food contact use by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Food and Drug

Administration. 

Style Number: 620FDA

Service:             Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:

Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

PH Value 0 – 14

Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR

Speed 1000 FPM / 5 MPS
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Style 620SC PTFE Packing

Description: 

Braided from 100% PTFE filament, Style 620SC is then thoroughly impregnated with a

PTFE suspensoid blocking agent.  A silicone core is added during braiding for

enhanced compression recovery, and to account for shaft deflection.  With no sacrificial

lubricants to wear out, Style 620SC is long lasting, with an extremely low coefficient of

friction and excellent heat dispersion. Ideally suited for chemical process applications

with worn or bent shafts, where extreme chemical resistance is required.

Style Number: 620SC

Service:             Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Interlock Braid over Core

Technical parameter:

Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

PH Value 0 – 14

Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR

Speed 1000 FPM / 5 MPS
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Style 659

Description:
Braided from PTFE over a filler material and rubber core, Style 659 was specifically
designed to seal tank covers, hatches, and lids where the stored media is highly
aggressive.  Thoroughly designed and tested, Style 659 combines the chemical resistance
and sealability PTFE, with the compression recovery properties of braided packing. 

Style Number:   659
Product Type :  Braided Packing

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

pH Value 0 � 14
Service Tanklid Packing

Construction Round Braid
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PTFE Stem Packing
Description:

Our PTFE stem packing manufactured in the USA from 100% PTFE resin with no fillers
or additives and is extruded, eliminating the leak path potential allowed by conventinal
spiral tape wrapping. Our PTFE stem packing is also slightly expanded allowing grater
compressibility under lighter compression loads. 

For customers requiring Graphite filler, Graphite can be added with loading levels as
high as 20% by weight

Technical parameter:

Temperature  Min. -450ºF (-268ºC)/Max 500ºF (315ºC)
Speed 200 fpm (1 m/s)

Pressure 1450 psi (100 bar)

PH Value 0-14 (except molten alkali metals and elemental
fluorine)
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Style 690 Ameri-lon

Features: Manufactured from a skived PTFE and Graphite blend. No surface lubricant
is required for this naturally lubricious packing, so it never washes out.  Unlike filament
yarn packings wicking is not an issue.  This packing performs exceptionally in abrasive
applications. It last long and stands up to tough applications.  It is the most versatile
valve or pump packing we sell.

Useage:
As both PTFE and graphite are excellent sealing materials, they give Ameri-lon packing
exceptional  sealing properties that other products cannot offer. Ameri-lon packing is
tough and durable, self-lubricant, heat and chemical resistant. It also has good thermal
conductivity and very low friction factor.  Application:  Excellent versatile packing
for pumps, valves, mixer, agitators or other equipments. Great on abrasive
applications. Suitable for use in any rotary, reciprocating or static gland, against all
chemicals except very strong oxidizers such as Oleum, Aqua Regia, fuming Nitric
Acid and Fluorine.

Technical parameter:
Temperature -328 to 536 F

Speed Up to 4500 feet per minute
Pressure 300 psi  Pumps / 4000 psi - Valves

PH Value 0-14   
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Style 691SC GFO® with Silicone

Core

Description:

Braided from 100% genuine GFO® fiber, a filament yarn made from finely ground

particles of high quality graphite encapsulated in a PTFE matrix to eliminate graphite

migration.  A highly resilient silicone rubber core is added during the braiding process

to enhance compression recovery and packing to stem contact.  Designed for use in

valves, centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps, reciprocating pumps, where worn or

deflecting shafts exist, this packing combines the heat dissipation properties of

Graphite, with the chemical resistance of PTFE.

Style Number:   691SC

Service:             Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Interlock Braid over Core

Technical parameter:

Temperature 550º F / 290ºC

pH Value 0 – 14

Speed 4000 FPM / 20 MPS

Pressure
1800 PSI/124 BAR Valve 300 PSI/20 BAR

Pump
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Style 691 GFO®

Style 691 is braided with 100% GFO® fibers which is a filliment 

yarn from finely ground particles of high quality graphite encapsulated in 

a PTFE matrix to eliminate graphite migration. Because of style 691's

heat dissipation properties and high chemical resistance it is ideal for 

use in valves, centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps, and reciprocating

 pumps.

Technical parameter:

Temperature 550º F / 290ºC
pH Value 0 � 14

Speed 4400 FPM / 22 MPS

Pressure 1800 PSI/124 BAR Valve 300 PSI/20 BAR
Pump
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Style 690K

Description:
Braided from PTFE/Graphite filament yarn made from finely ground particles of high
quality graphite incapsulated in a PTFE matrix to eliminate graphite migration, and
Aramid corners for superior abrasion resistance.  For use in valves, Centrifugal pumps,
rotary pumps, reciprocating pumps, this packing is ideal for use in most corrosive and
abrasive applications. 

Style Number:   690K
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type : Braided Packing
Construction:  Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:
Temperature 550º F / 275ºC

PH Value 0 - 14
Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR
Speed 2000 FPM / 10 MPS
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Style 630 Aramid Packing

Description:

Braided from continuous Aramid filament. Style 630 is impregnated with PTFE and a 

proprietary inert lubricant.  Our unique braiding technique makes our Style 630 easy to

cut and install, with excellent braid retention. Style 630 is also non-staining,

non-contaminating packing with excellent heat dissipation properties. The high tensile

strength of Aramid fiber makes this packing ideally suited for slurry; abrasive service

where media is highly aggressive. 

Style Number: 630

Service:             Pump Packing

Product Type:  Braided Packing

Construction: Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

Speed 2500 FPM / 12 MPS

Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR

pH Value 2 – 12
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STYLE 640 Kynol™

Description: 

Braided from Kynol™, Style 640 is impregnated with PTFE and a proprietary inert

break in lubricant.  Phenolic fibers make Style 640 packing non-staining,

non-hardening, and long wearing, with low shaft wear and low leakage. An excellent

multipurpose packing which is ideally suited for applications where a durable yet

conformable packing is needed. 

Style Number:   640

Service:             Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:

Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

PH Value 1 – 13

Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR

Speed 1500 FPM / 7.6 MPS

Kynol™ is a registered Trademark of Nippon Kynol, Inc. (Osaka); American Kynol, Inc.

(Pleasantville, NY); and Kynol Europa GmbH (Hamburg).
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Style 608 Carbon Yarn Packing

Description:

Style 608 is a high quality carbon yarn packing designed to help control your

packing costs,  without compromising performance. Style 608  uses carbon fiber 

but is coated with a unique graphite dispersion. It offers a low coefficient of friction

and high thermal conductivity, to keep your process runs cooler and allow the

packing to last longer.

Style Number: 608

Service: Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type: Braided Packing

Construction: Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature
 -328°F (-200°C) to +850°F

To +1200ºF (+650°C) steam

PH Value 0-14

Pressure

To 500 psi (35 bar)

Rotary/Centrifugal

To 2,500 psi (172 bar) Valves

Construction 95% Carbon w/ Graphite Dispersion

Speed To 4,000 Feet Per Min.
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Style 649
Description:
Style 649 is a braided packing made of carbon fiber which is impregnated with PTFE
dispersion. 649 is inert to almost all corrosive chemicals.

When it is used for pumps, frictional heat is freely conducted to the stuffing box metal
because of its excellent thermal conductivity. As a result, no or little damage will be
caused to the shaft sleeve or to the packing.

Although similar in cost, It can replace common non-asbestos (graphite/PTFE)
packings, it will last longer and handle a wider range of applications.

This unique packing is an inexpensive version of high grade carbon packings. It
can be used to replace both low cost graphited non-asbestos packings and in many cases
can be used to replace the expensive carbon packings used as end rings in valve
applications: (as long the temperature is less than + 662 degrees F).

It can be used to seal corrosive fluids except strong oxidizer acids, organic solvents.

Ideal for use in centrifugal pumps, plunger pumps, mixers valves, etc.

Technical parameter:
Temperature -328 F to +662 F

FPM 2500
PH Value 1-13
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Style 698 Carbon Packing

Description:

Braided from a blend of carbon yarns, Style 698 is impregnated with a proprietary

blocking agent. Designed to be highly durable and easy to install, Style 698 packing is

also a non-staining, self lubricating packing. Our unique blend of carbon yarns ensures

extremely low shaft wear, while maintaining excellent heat dissipation. Typically used

for severely caustic or corrosive media, this packing is suited for almost any high

speed/high temperature pump or valve.

Style Number: 698

Service: Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type: Braided Packing

Construction: Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature -328 F to 850 F (1200 F in Steam)

PH Value 0 – 14

Pressure
500 PSI Dynamic / Pumps

Static 2500 PSI / 172 BAR in Valves

Construction 95%+ Carbon w/ Graphite/PTFE Dispersion

Speed To 4,000 FPM
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Installation Instructions for Valves

Valves

Packing is extremely simple to install. Installation and removal is similar to regardless

of the style choosen. However, following these accepted practices will insure successful

operation and optimum performance. These are our suggested procedures for best

packing installation results. 

1. Removing Old Packing

A. Back seat the valve if possible. This will prevent damage to the stem area during

the packing removal operation.

B. Remove the gland nuts. Clean and store in an appropriate container.

C. Raise the gland follower as far as possible away from the stuffing box. It may be

necessary to tie the follower to keep it clear.

D. Remove the old packing using appropriate packing pullers. Be sure to 

positively identify the type of packing being removed and inspect it for signs of

failure or wear.  Knowing how the past packing has performed is a 

fundamental evaluation tool that can confirm your selected type of packing is 

the right one. CAUTION:  Be extremely careful not to score the stem or the 

inside of the stuffing box with the sharp points of your instruments. Use of 

water jet packing remover is desirable if available..

E. Clean the stem and stuffing box thoroughly removing any chemical build-up.

II. Inspection

A.. The valve stem and stuffing box wall should be smooth and free of pitting or

scratching.

B. The valve stem and stuffing box wall should be free of excessive wear, scale 

and corrosion. If these conditions exist consider re-conditioning the valve.  

Packing life and effectivness will be greatly reduced by poor suface 

conditions..

C. The lip of the stuffing box should be smooth and square. Dress the edge if 

you find nicks or rough spots.

D. Maintain best possible Tolerances.
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E. Clean and inspect gland, studs and nuts. Replace, if necessary.

F. On an accessible section of the valve stem, verify a smoothness of 32 RMS or 

less. This test is to confirm the overall condition of the valve stem.

G. If the stem is not acceptable, it must be removed and either polished or replaced.

H. The wall of the stuffing box must also be inspected for acceptable condition. A 

finish of between 64-125 RMS or API 600 standard is suggested.

I. Measure the clearances between the stem and the stuffing box. Allowable 

clearances should provide an interferance fit with the packing.

III. Cutting AmeriGraph Rings

A. Use the correct cross section of packing. Packing space is equal to the stuffing

box diameter less the stem diameter, divided by two.

B. Never coil or spiral AmeriGraph into the stuffing box. Cut individual rings of 

packing from the spiral. The best procedure is to cut the rings on a mandrel of 

the same diameter as the stem. A 45 degree skive cut is recommended. 

AmeriGraph rings are also easily cut on a packing cutter that produces 45 degree

mitered cuts.

C. A packing set of five rings is recommended for most installations. Excess 

stuffing box depth can be reduced by means of a bushing. A metallic bushing of

the nominal metallurgy as the valve body or stem is preferred. A carbon bushing

containing a corrosive inhibitor may be used.

D. The use of braided end rings is generally not necessary. For frequently stroking

valves, or applications where packing extrusion is a concern, it may be 

beneficial to use factory recommended end rings.

IV. Repacking

A. The ring or the stem may be lightly lubricated to ease installation.

B. Each ring should be installed snugly and then pressed firmly into the box with a 

tamping tool.

C. Stagger the cuts 90 degrees. Re-install gland follower and gland nuts.

D. Tighten the gland until a grip is felt on the stem.
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E. An initial compression of 35% of the uncompressed stack height of the packing 

is recommended. (ONLY applies to VALVES).

Example: For an uncompressed packing stack height of 3.00", 35% compression

= 3.00 x .35 = 1.05". Initially, compress the packing in this example by 1.05" to 

a stack height of 1.95" (3.00 -1.05).

F. We recommend stroking the valve three times after the 35% compression, and 

retightening to 35% of the original stack height as per (E) above.

G. In all cases, final compression of 35% of the original stack height is 

recommended. (AS&P can recommend specific torque values for your 

application; please request, if desired.)
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Style 627 Inconel® reinforced

Carbon Packing w/Graphalic Core

Description:

Style 627 is made by braiding resiliant Carbon filaments over an Inconel® lined,

Graphalic core. This durable valve packing is designed to withstand intense heat and

pressures and because of its internal Inconel® reinforcment there is no contact with the

stem, effectively eliminating stem wear. In addition this packing seals at lower torques,

lasts longer between repackings, and requires 17% - 39% less operating torque than the

similar asbestos based packings. Equal to Garlock 127-AFP

Use:

A good packing for practically any valve application, especially when you need a tough,

reliable, and long lasting seal.

Technical parameter:

Temperature To 1200ºF – Steam (650ºC)

Speed To 2500 PSI (17 BAR)

Construction Braid over Core

PH Value 1-12
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Style 671

American Seal & Packing offers one of the best sealing solutions for all types of high

temperature & high pressure valves, especially control valves.

With a core that consists of expanded Graphite yarns, each coverd with a woven Inconel

wire mesh and reinforced with Inconel wires inside. The core is overbraided with high

strength low friction Carbon yarns. Afterwards the packing is finally finished with

corrosion inhibitors, Graphite and blocking agents.

Service Conditions:

This packing does very well in Superheated and Saturated Steam. Ideal for use in

Hydrocarbons, Dyes, Chemicals, Fuel oil & Lube oil etc.

Temperature ratings: -400 F (-240 C) to 1202 F (650 C) Steam

Pressure: 6,527   P.S.I.  (450 Bar)

pH:  0 to 14

Applications, Valves, Control Valves.  

Produced in Rope and Die Fomed Rings
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AmeriGraph Flexible Graphite Packing Installation

AmeriGraph can be utilized as a leak-free pump packing without cooling flush

lubrication. This defies all conventional wisdom when installing braided compression

packing.  AmeriGraph Flexible Graphite changed the rules.

AmeriGraph is a flexible graphite compression packing without lubricants, adhesives or

binders. Each ring should be installed separately and compressed 25% of its

uncompressed height. The flexible graphite construction will dissipate heat from the

pump sleeve and radiate it to the outside of the packing gland. It will transfer a flexible

graphite film to the sleeve, and after a few minutes of rotation, the packing will "run in"

and adjust itself and run cool. Even high temperature, high pressure boiler feed pumps

can run virtually dry without leakage or sealing water flush up to 4800 fpm.

A restriction bushing at the bottom of the stuffmg box always should be employed to

reduce the number of packing rings used to 5 or 6. This facilitates load transfer and

improves sealing.

Even paper mill slurries and sewage treatment pumps where abrasives are

encountered can be sealed leak-free.

Pumps with more than a .006" runout will never seal completely satisfactory. Target

tolerancing should be one .001" of runout permitted per shaft inch size.  Packings

can never solve mechanical problems, but metallic packings can be used to help act

as bearings when it is not possible to do a proper bearing replacment.

Graphite packings should not be used in service conditions that involve strong

oxidizers, i.e. sulfuric acid, nitric acid, chromic acid.
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Style 696 Graphite Packing

Description: 

Braided from high purity flexible graphite yarns, Style 696 is designed to be virtually

leak free.  Under gland pressure, Style 696 forms a homogenous mass, resulting in

maximum sealability, and reducing flush water usage.  Style 696 packing is also a low

friction, self lubricating packing, with excellent heat dissipation. Typically used for

high temperature pump or valve applications. 

Style Number:   696

Service:             Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Plait Braid 

Technical parameters:

Temperature 850º F/455ºC-Air

1200 ºF/649 ºC-Steam

6000 ºF/3315 ºC-Non-Oxidizing

Atmosphere

Speed 4000 FPM / 20 MPS

Pressure 2500 PSI / 170 BAR Valve 

500 PSI / 34 BAR Pump

PH Value 0 – 14
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Style 699 Valve Packing  

Flexible Graphite w/ Inconel Wire

Style 699 is braided with a high purity flexible graphite infused with Inconel wire for

added stability for use in a wide variety of high temperature and high pressure

enviroments. For higher pressure requirement consider using our Style 677, which

contains a higher percentage of Inconel wire with an inconel jacket built into the

packing.

Technical parameter:

Temperature 
1200° F (650°C) Steam

850°F (455°C) Atmosphere

PH Value 0 – 14, except strong oxidizers

Pressure 3000 PSI (200 bar)

Construction Interlock Braid
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Style 696CC 

Description: 

Braided from a blend of high purity graphite yarns, and reinforced with high strength

carbon filament on the outside corners, Style 696CC is designed to be highly durable

and easy to install.  Style 696CC packing is also a low leakage, self lubricating packing,

with superior extrusion resistance. Our unique blend of carbon and conductive graphite

yarns ensures extremely low shaft wear, while maintaining excellent heat dissipation.

Typically used for high temperature and high pressure applications, this packing is

suited for almost any high speed/high temperature pump or valve. 

Style Number:   696CC

Service:             Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Plait Braid 

Technical parameter:

Temperature

850° F/ 455° C Air

1200° F/ 649° C Steam

6000° F/ 3315° C Non-Oxidizing

Atmosphere

pH Value 0 – 14

Speed 4800 FPM / 25 MPS

Pressure 
2500 PSI/170 BAR Valve 500 PSI/34 BAR

Pump
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Style 677
American Seal & Packings style 677 (Inconel Jacketed Packing) is braided from 98%
purity Ameri-Graph®  flexible graphite, jacketed with Inconel® wire.  Each flexible
graphite yarn is jacketed with wire prior to being braided into this high pressure, high
temperature  packing.

677 is non-scoring, conductive, and designed to be fire safe.
Meets API 589/607 fire test standards and is an ideal solution for contaiment of fugitive
emissions at or below 50 PPM.  Used to prevent fugitive leaks of volatile hazardous air
pollutant (VHAP) from valves, pumps, compressors, relief valves,  and various other
pieces of equipment within a process. Equipment leak standards as identified in federal
regulations are designed to reduce volatile organic compound (VOC) and VHAP
emissions from various components within the process. 

Style 677 can assist in meeting these federal requirments and is an excellent choice for
leak detection and repair programs (LDAR).

Technical parameter:

Temperature

850° F/ 455° C Air
1200° F/ 650° C Steam

2000° F/ 1100° C Non-Oxidizing
Atmosphere

pH Value 0 � 14
Pressure 4500 PSI / 320 BAR
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Style 697

Description:
Braided from soft annealed copper, Style 697 is designed for use as a bull or anti-extrusion ring.
Through our unique braiding process, 697 is extremely dense but still remains flexible, making it
easy to cut and install.

Style Number: 697
Service: Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type: Braided Packing
Construction: Plait Braided

Technical parameter:
Temperature 1000º F / 540ºC

PH Value 3 - 10
Pressure 1000 PSI / 68 BAR
Speed 1000 FPM / 5 MPS
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Style 611L

Description:
Twisted and formed from anti-friction lead alloy, Style 611L is impregnated with our
proprietary low friction lubricant for low shaft wear and increased heat dissipation. 
Style 611L packing is soft but dense, making it an excellent choice for end rings or
anti-extrusion rings. This packing is ideally suited for most high pressure applications
including boiler feed, reciprocating, or rotating pump service. 

Style Number:   611L
Service:             Pump Packing
Construction:   Twisted & Formed 

Technical parameter:
Temperature 450º F / 230ºC

Speed 1000 FPM / 5 MPS
Pressure 1000 PSI / 68 BAR

PH Value 0-12
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Style 611 

Description: 
Manufactured from high quality aluminum alloy, Style 611 is lubricated with a blend of a
high viscosity light oil and high purity flake graphite.  Style 611 packing is available in
ring and coil form, for a wide range of applications. Designed primarily for services
requiring a high strength, low friction compressible packing, such as boiler feed pumps,
heat transfer pumps or oil charge pumps. Our Style 613 has no core. 

Style Number:   611
Service:             Pump and Valve 
Product Type :  Twisted Packing
Construction:   Twisted and Die formed

Technical parameter:
Temperature 1000º F / 540ºC

Speed 2000 FPM / 10 MPS
Pressure 1000 PSI / 68 BAR

PH Value 4 � 10
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Style 611LFC
Description:
Twisted and formed from anti-friction lead alloy over a soft fiberglass core, Style
611LFC is impregnated with our proprietary low friction lubricant for low shaft wear
and increased heat dissipation. Style 611LFC packing is soft but dense, making it an
excellent choice for end rings or anti-extrusion rings. This packing is ideally suited for
most high pressure applications including boiler feed, reciprocating, or rotating pump
service.

Style Number: 611LFC
Service: Pump Packing
Product Type : Braided Packing
Construction: Twisted & Formed

Technical parameter:
Temperature 450º F / 230ºC

Speed 1000 FPM / 5 MPS
Pressure 1000 PSI / 68 BAR

PH Value 0-12
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Style 566 Twisted Fiberglass Packing

Our Style 566 Twisted fiberglass is manufactured from high temperature E-glass 

and formed into a 3-strand roving twisted rope. Style 566  boasts high heat resistance, 

high tensile strength, low thermal conductivity, and excellent chemical resistance. 

Because of style 566's 

fiberglass construction it is 

durable, resistant to mildew, 

and poses no hazard to health.

Style 566 is an 

 excellent material for use in 

 various industrial insulation

 applications and is an ideal 

 replacement for asbestos in high temprature applications.

Technical parameter:

Temperature
1,000 °F. (550°C) for

Continuous Use, up to 1,200
°F. (650°C) Maximum

Chemical
Composition

SiO2 54%; CaO 18%;
Al2O3 12%; B2O3 8%

Construction 3-Strand Roving
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Guillatine Packing Cutter

Our Guillatine Packing Cutter easily cuts all packing including Kevlar, copper sheathed

and wire core packing to 1" diameter at 45º or butt angles. 4" maximum shaft size

direct-reading Diameter / Circumference scales eliminate expensive time and material

waste from costly trial-and-error fitting. Complete with mounting screws, wrenches,

stop blocks for 45º and butt cutting, and a vernier caliper for accurate shaft and stuffing

box measurement.   Heat-treated  spare tool steel blades are available.

Packing rings cut accurately with a 45º angle seal much more effectively than butt cut

rings. With properly cut rings, and then staggering these cuts in the gland, very low

leakage rates can be obtained. 

AS&P Hand Held Packing Cutter: 
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The hand held Packing Cutter will save time, money and braided packing while

providing precision skive and butt cuts for the highest quality packing installations. 

The quick-Cut Packing Cutter will cut a number of different packings. It's easy to bring

with you for field repacks of your pumps or valves, and provides a cleaner, more

consistant cut than most knifes.

Non-Asbestos Packing / PTFE Packing / Carbon Yarn Packing /  GFO Yarn Packing 

PTFE Graphite blends / Grafoil Packing. 

For Kevlar, Aramid and Metal Packings, we recommend our Guillatine packing cutter.

Regardless of the tool you choose, the most critical determining factor of the success

and life span of a packing (or any other seal for that matter) is proper installation.  Well

cut packing and limiting the amount or fraying of the packings ends will extend the life

of your packing, resulting in a great return on your investment in quality tools for the

job.  Order yours today at www.sealsales.com
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